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T HE A T HE NI AN S T ANDARDS D E CRE E (IG I 3 1 4 5 3 ):
‘T HE (?)P RE CE DI NG D E CRE E WHI CH K L E ARCHOS P ROPOSE D ’
IG I3 1453, § 10 of the composite text: prosgrãcai d¢ prÚw tÚn ˜rkon [t]Ún t∞w bol∞w tÚn grammat°a
tÚn t∞w [bol∞w - - c. 10 - - ta]d¤: §ãn tiw kÒpthi nÒmis[ma] érgur¤o §n t∞si pÒ[lesi] ka‹ mØ xr∞tai
nom[¤smasin to›w] ÉAyh[na]¤vn µ staymo›w µ m°t[roiw éllå jeniko›w nom¤smasi]n ka‹ staymo›w ka‹
[m]°troiw, [ - - c. 14 - - ]t[ - c. 6 - katå tÚ prÒte]ron cÆfisma ˘ Kl°arx[ow e‰pen - - c. 19 - - ?].
The beginning of this decision to add a clause on currency offences to the bouleutic oath23 features
in several of the surviving fragments of the Standards (a.k.a. Coinage) Decree; but the closing mention
of the decree of Klearchos, as is well known, occurs only in Baumeister’s majuscule transcript of the
one he saw at Smyrna.24
katå tÚ prÒte]ron goes back to Wilhelm, and is the foundation of the orthodox view that the decree
of Klearchos here referred to was a different, non-extant decree – perhaps about coinage, perhaps not:
see ii below – enacted earlier than the present one.25 (The alternatives deÊte]ron and Ïste]ron,
canvassed by Segre in the course of his publication of the Kos fragment, 26 carry the same implication.)
Heterodoxy, on this point, began with ATL II (1949) 67. ‘There was, we hold, no such other decree,
for the provisions and penalties that each councillor swore to enforce must have been those of this
present text. It is just possible that Klearchos, in phrasing the oath, called his own decree prÒteron,
because for the future swearer the decree would be “earlier” than his oath. But we note the possibility
that the letter read by Baumeister as R was really N; this would allow the restoration genÒme]non’. They
accordingly referred to the Standards Decree itself, throughout, as ‘the decree of Klearchos’; and the
same robust line has been taken, over the years, by the doyen of epigraphical heterodoxy, Harold
Mattingly.27 How ATL sought to avoid the obstacle (to their view) of prÒte]ron is explained in the
quotation just given. Mattingly, for his part, expressed approval28 of the restoration of the clause by

23 On the oath see generally P. J. Rhodes, The Athenian Boule2 (Oxford 1985) 194–9. Versions of §10 which end it with

the ATL supplement [timvrÆsomai ka]‹ z[hmi≈sv katå tÚ prÒte]ron cÆfisma have nowadays had to bow to a fresh
reading, incompatible with this, in the Siphnos fragment; see the apparatus to IG I3 1453, E.
24 A. Baumeister, Bericht . . . der königl. Preuss. Akad. der Wiss. zu Berlin 1855, 196–7, no. 22. Cf. Wilhelm’s text for
IG XII.5.480 (this fragment subsumed under the one from Siphnos); ATL II 61–8 (D14), at 66–7; E.Erxleben ‘Das
Münzgesetz des delisch-attischen Seebundes’, AfP 19 (1969) 91–139 (with 212), at 123–9 and 135–6 (hereinafter Erxleben).
25 For this view see most recently R. Develin, Athenian Officials 684–321 BC (Cambridge 1989) 81.
26 M. Segre, ‘La lega ateniese sull’ unificazione della moneta’, Clara Rhodos 9 (1938) 151–78, at 174.
27 H. B. Mattingly, ‘The Athenian Coinage Decree’, Historia 10 (1961) 148–88 (now reprinted ‘with necessary
corrections’ in his The Athenian Empire Restored: epigraphic and historical studies (Ann Arbor 1996) 5–52), at 151 (= 8)
and passim; cf. e.g. idem, ‘Formal dating criteria for fifth century Attic inscriptions’, Acta of the Fifth Epigraphic Congress
1967 (1971) 27–33 (= The Athenian Democracy Restored 315–32, at 29 (= 318); idem, ‘The second Athenian Coinage
Decree’, Klio 59 (1977) 83–100 (= Athenian Democracy Restored 403–26), at 86 n. 11 (= 406 n. 11). But for his present
position see below, final footnote.
28 In 1977: see preceding footnote. In 1961 (loc.cit.) he had followed Segre.
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Erxleben 125–126, which eliminates by other means any reference to a ‘preceding’ decree: katå tÚ
≤m°te]ron cÆfisma.
In what turned out to be his last discursive treatment of these matters, the late David Lewis
expressed dissatisfaction with the suggestions, of ATL and Erxleben alike, to oust prÒte]ron.29
Concerning genÒme]non his comment was that ‘the advantage of that restoration would seem to be that it
means nothing’; on ≤m°te]ron he declared himself doubtful ‘whether the Athenian Council would
describe a decree of the Athenian Assembly as “our decree”’ (cf. IG I3 1453, apparatus: ‘decretum
populi, non senatus foret’).
Lewis’s remarks – part of a discussion which addresses more issues than the one I have so far
broached – were described by the SEG editors as ‘inconclusive’ (SEG 37.6), and one can anticipate
much the same (fair) comment being passed on what follows here. Gratifying as it would be to proffer a
new and convincing solution to this ‘tiresome’ (Lewis) old problem, I have none to give. I will,
however, argue that the choices, still open, which the problem throws up would benefit from some
clarification. On that basis I here treat (I) the word to be restored before cÆfisma and (II) the meaning
and implications of what results from it.
I
There are, in my opinion, three possibilities for this, and three only: Wilhelm’s prÒte]ron, ATL’s
genÒme]non (pace Lewis), and what I believe is a new suggestion of my own, koi]nÒn.
The three other supplements mentioned above – ≤m°te]ron (Erxleben) and either deÊte]ron or
Ïste]ron (Segre) – lack any kind of precedent or parallel, and in the case of ≤m°te]ron one may put the
additional, substantive objection cited by Lewis even more strongly. ‘Our decree’ is simply not a
formulation which Athenian documents use.
For a cÆfisma to be described as genÒmenon (‘passed’) does, on the other hand, seem to conform
better to Athenian usage than one would have supposed from Lewis’s dismissal of it as meaningless:
(a) IG I3 68 (decree of Kleonymos on tribute collection: supplement Meritt and McGregor, with
Bradeen), 40–41: ka[tå tÚ genÒmenon f]s°fis|ma30
(b) IG II 2 583 (grant of isoteleia, late fourth century: supplement Wilhelm), 8–9: prosanagrãcan[ta tÚ cÆfisma tÒd|e ka‹ tÚ prÒteron gen]Òmenon aÈto›[w
(c) SEG 19.152 (fragment of a catalogue, third century: supplement Meritt), 3: - - tÚ genÒmen]on
cÆfis[ma
(d) IG II2 1091 (PanHellenic decree, reign of Antoninus Pius), 2: [cÆfis]ma tÚ genÒmenon ÍpÚ t«n
PanellÆnvn.
As is self-evident, we have to track many centuries later than any decree of Klearchos before
finding, in d, an unsupplemented case of a cÆfisma genÒmenon; and alternative restorations of a
contextless fragment like c are obviously possible. With examples a and (especially) b, however, one
might reasonably juxtapose the following literary testimony: Lysias 13.56, §peidØ d¢ toËto tÚ cÆfisma
§g°neto, mhnÊei ı Men°stratow; Aristoph. Ekkles. 649, éll' otow m¢n prÒteron g°gonen pr‹n tÚ
cÆfisma gen°syai; Xen. Hell. 2.2.15, §g°neto d¢ cÆfisma mØ §je›nai per‹ toÊtvn sumbouleÊein,
Xen. Cyr. 2.2.21, ı d¢ KËrow §boÊleto ka‹ aÈt«n ßneka t«n ımot¤mvn gen°syai toËto tÚ cÆfisma.31

29 D. M. Lewis, ‘The Athenian Coinage Decree’, in I. Carradice (ed.), Coinage and Administration in the Athenian and
Persian Empires, BAR 343 (Oxford 1987) 53–63, at 59–60 (hereinafter Lewis). A misprint there, in the quotation from ATL
II on p. 59, has Baumeister’s reading as P, not R.
30 k[. . . 14 . . . f]s°fis|ma Mattingly, ‘Athens and Eleusis: some new ideas’, in FOROS: Tribute to Benjamin Dean
Meritt (Locust Valley NY 1974) 90–103, at 101 (= The Athenian Empire Restored 325–45, at 341).
31 I also note (with no especial emphasis) extra-Athenian instances such as IG XII.5.662.16–8 (Syros) and IMylasa
604.7–8.
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Consequently, the only obstacle in the way of accepting katå tÚ genÒme]non cÆfisma ˘ Kl°arx[ow
e‰pen as a possible supplement in the Smyrna fragment of the Standards Decree is Baumeister’s reading
itself, ]RON. Since that reading can no longer be checked, the normal caveats against basing an
argument upon the assumption of error by either mason 32 or transcriber do not fully come into play.
Furthermore, as indicated above, by contemplating ]non cÆfisma another possibility is generated:
koi]nÚn cÆfisma. Parallels for this come in IG I3 61, the early-Peloponnesian-War dossier of decrees
about Methone: ka‹ §ån [koinÚ|n] fs°fismã ti per‹ tØn Ùfeilemãton tØn §n t•[isi sa|n¤]si g¤gnetai,
med¢n proshek°to Meyona¤o[iw §åm m|¢ x]or‹w g¤gnetai fs°fisma per‹ Meyona¤on (decree I, lines
13–16); hÒ ti d' ín koinÚn fsÆf[ism|a p]er‹ tØn xsummãxo[n] fsef¤zontai ÉAyena›oi ktl. (decree II,
lines 41–2). Here the restoration in lines 13–14 is justified by the reading in lines 41–42, as well as
being an inescapable requirement of the stoichedon line-length.
The other possible supplement for the Klearchos clause, Wilhelm’s prÒte]ron, has of course the
advantage of faithfulness to Baumeister’s transcript. Here the parallels33 are:
(a) IG I3 68 (see above), 33–34: [KleÒnumow e‰pe: tå m¢n êll]a katå tÚ prÒtero[n] | [fs°fisma
(b) IG I3 89 (treaty with Perdikkas, ?417–413), 59–60: tÚ d¢ fs°fisma tÒd|e tÚn grammat°a t•w
bol•w p]rosgrãfsai [prÚw tÚ prÒter]on fs°fisma
(c) IG I3 107 (honorific decree, c. 409), 6–7: t]îlla a[Èt]o›n ¶nai katå [tÚ prÒteron cÆf|isma ˘
. . . ip]pow e[‰]pe per‹ t«n eÈerg[et«n tØ dÆmo t|«n prÒteron] §jelÆluyÒtvn §k t«n pÒ[levn
(d) IG I3 146 (decree fragment, 445–430), 3–4: - - tÚ prÒt]eron fs°fi|[sma
(e) IG II2 182 (proxeny decree, before 353/2), 4–6: tÒde tÚ cÆf[isma ka‹ tÚ] | [prÒt]eron
cÆfi[s]ma ˘ Filokrã[thw e‰pen p|er‹ t]∞w projen¤aw
(f) IG II2 682 (honours for Phaidros of Sphettos, mid third century), 93–96: tå m¢n êlla | [pã]nta
prãttein per‹ t∞w dvreçw ∏w e‡thken | Fa›drow katå tÚ prÒteron cÆfisma ˘ LÊandro|w e‰pen.
II
What is the ‘decree which Klearch[os proposed’? Three substantive theories have been advanced. One,
mentioned here already, is that of ATL (and Mattingly olim): the decree in question is none other than
IG I3 1453 itself, to which an internal cross-reference is hereby made. A second and longer-standing
view, nowadays more often left implicit than made explicit,34 is that reference is being made to an
earlier decree, moved by Klearchos, on the same subject. Thirdly there is the line of interpretation,
owing its origins to the scepticism of Tod,35 taken by J. M. Balcer.36 Adopting Erxleben’s ≤m°te]ron
cÆfisma, Balcer sees in both that phrase and in lines 74–76 (per‹ d¢ toËton ¶fesin ¶na|i ÉAy°naze §w
t¢n •lia¤an t¢n tØn yesmoy|etØn katå tÚ fs°fisma tØ d°mo) of the post-revolt regulations for Chalkis,

32 I note the remarks of Mattingly, 1977 art. cit. supra (n. 27) 88 (= 409): ‘The Syme, Siphnos and “Smyrna” copies are

non-stoichedon, they vary considerably in line-length among themselves and from the other three, and they are altogether
more carelessly and roughly executed. They were clearly the work of local magistrates’. Cf. ATL II 66–7.
33 Once again (cf n. 31 supra) there are extra-Athenian ones too, such as IG XI.4.1043.4–7 (Delos); IErythrai 503.19;
Milet I 3.37.37.
34 Note however ML 45 ad loc. (p. 114): ‘It is probably, but not necessarily, to be inferred that the present decree was
also moved by Klearchos, and the subject of the former decree is probably related to the present decree rather than to a
different subject’.
35 Tod, GHI 67 ad loc. (p. 166): ‘All scholars have hitherto held that Clearchus’ decree aimed at establishing uniformity
of currency, weights, and measures throughout the Empire, but this does not seem a necessary inference from ll. 13–18 [§
10]. The penalty therein prescribed may have been for some other offence, and we may have here an example of that
“assimilation” which Glotz has shown to be characteristic of Greek criminal law (CRAI 1906, 513ff.).’
36 J. M. Balcer, The Athenian Regulations for Chalkis, Historia Einzelschriften 33 (1978) 119–142.
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IG I3 40, an allusion to a general imperial decree transferring the trial of capital crimes from the allied
cities to Athens.37
The same decree (1); another decree on the same subject (2); another decree on another subject (3).
These indeed are the only logical possibilities. Let us now juxtapose them with the three possible
restorations of the word before cÆfisma ˘ Kl°arx[ow e‰pen* prÒte]ron (a ), genÒme]non (b), and
koi]nÒn (g).
My findings are that a – the only restoration of the three which takes Baumeister’s transcript at face
value – and b are compatible in broadly equal measure with 1, 2 and 3, while g lends itself best to 2 or
3:
a1 is of course the combination argued for in ATL II, quoted earlier, and has latterly featured – with
no warnings to the untutored – in McGregor’s general study of the Athenian Empire.38 ML 45 ad loc.
(p. 114) commented as follows: ‘We cannot, with ATL ii.67, believe that the words [‘the former decree
of Klearchos’] refer to our decree on the ground that “for the future swearer the decree would be
‘earlier’ than his oath”; such a superfluous addition of prÒteron would be very un-Greek’. (David
Lewis’s later comment on this, in 1987, was that ATL’s thesis had been stated ‘not very convincingly’.
He nevertheless went on to imply that its essence – ‘that it [sc. prÒteron] need mean no more than
“previous to the present time”’ – is conducive to my a2 or, if there were no regulations on coinage (etc.)
earlier than IG I3 1453, a3.)39 It may be useful here to draw a distinction between the ipsissima verba
with which the bouleutic oath would ultimately be augmented and the way this might be described,
beforehand, in IG I3 1453. For the former, katå tÚ prÒte]ron cÆfisma does indeed look implausible.
For the latter, the operative context is not (yet) the oath but the decree itself. Parallels for prÒteron in
this internally cross-referencing sense have been quoted above, at the end of section i: see there items a
and f, both of them amendments to decrees ‘above’.40
a2 and a3 can be taken together, since prÒteron in the sense of a truly earlier decree provides of
itself no means of identifying the subject of that decree. Parallels for prÒteron in this sense have
likewise been quoted in section i: see there items b, c, and e.41 As regards the second and third of them,
the subject-matter of the earlier decree is summarily alluded to; and Lewis pointed out that there appears
to be space for something similar in IG I 3 1453, § 10 (see the opening quotation of it).
b1 lacks an explicit parallel amongst the genÒmenon passages cited above (section i), though IG I3
68.40–41 looks as though it might have provided one. All one can say – and it is a point which would
apply to decree and oath alike (see above, under a1) – is that the sense it produces is not intolerable.
b2 and b3, by contrast, do seem to have a parallel in IG II2 583.8–9 (prosanagrãcan[ta tÚ
cÆfisma tÒd|e ka‹ tÚ prÒteron gen]Òmenon aÈto›[w).
g1 can surely be eliminated, as a contradiction in terms, in the way that b1 could not. If Klearchos’
decree really was referred to, in § 10, as koinÒn, it is thereby being distinguished from (and characterized as a broader measure than?) the Standards Decree itself. The Methone dossier illustrates the
37 For this interpretation of IG I 3 40.74–6 see already ML 52 ad loc. (p. 143): ‘katå tÚ fs°fisma tØ d°mo might refer

either to the decree which detailed the main settlement with Chalkis (equivalent to katå tå §fsefism°na of l. 49), or to a
general decree concerning jurisdiction in the empire’.
38 M. F. McGregor, The Athenians and their Empire (Vancouver 1987) 77: ‘. . . according to the present [!] decree that
Clearchus moved’.
39 His view is crisper in the commentary to IG I3 1453: ‘fortasse in Clearchi decreto vel decretis non de nummis sed de
actionis modis agebatur’.
40 In IG II2 682 the mover of the amendment is also, by common consent, the proposer of the primary decree; on this
see e.g. Rhodes, Boule (n. 23 supra) 252–3, and most recently A. S. Henry, ‘Lyandros of Anaphlystos and the decree for
Phaidros of Sphettos’, Chiron 22 (1992) 25–33, at 25–6. In IG I3 68 Meritt’s restoration of the proposer, Kleonymos, as
mover also is conjectural. But this does not, I think, affect the present enquiry; I3 68 remains a single measure as passed and
inscribed.
41 And the extra-Athenian examples in n. 33.
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principle that we could have formulated anyway: a decree does not cite a cÆfsima as koinÒn and
thereby mean itself.
g2 and g3 are as inseparable as a2–3 and b2–3. If Klearchos’ decree was a koinÚn cÆfisma, its
general applicability, embodied in that description, could have been vis-à-vis coinage (etc.) or allpurpose judicial procedures equally well. (Methone decree II expressly points to one multiplicity of
meanings that koinÚn cÆfisma could bear – pe[r‹ b|oe]ye¤aw ® ê[l]lo ti pro[s]tãtto[n]tew t•si
pÒlesi ® [per|‹ s]fØn [®] per‹ tØn pÒleon – and it would be a simple matter enough to add others.)
Such are my inconclusive conclusions. It may be appropriate to say once more that prÒte]ron is the
only supplement acceptable in the Smyrna fragment as transcribed; so anyone unwilling to contemplate
the possibility of error in either the fifth century B. C. or the nineteenth A. D. may take the decree of
Klearchos as any of the three things it has been held to be. If genÒme]non and koi]non are deemed
admissible, the overall chances of § 10 containing an internal cross-reference (and there being only one
‘decree which Klearch[os proposed’) are somewhat diminished.42
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42 Professor Mattingly was kind enough to read and comment on this opusculum. Readers may be interested to know
that he was in any case, nowadays, ‘no longer happy’ with theory (1), now preferring (3); and ‘if we can emend’ he sees
some merit in my g3.
That we cannot – legitimately – emend is the position put to me, with great emphasis, by another expert and friend who
was good enough to read this paper in draft, Christian Habicht. To this I can only venture to reply that ‘the possibility that the
letter read by Baumeister as R was really N’ (ATL) was in the public domain long before me; and that Baumeister’s
transcript, as Wilhelm’s report of it shows, does contain errors. Professor Habicht tells me that from a textual point of view
he is content with Wilhelm’s prÒte]ron (so that the proper form of hypothetical alternatives to it would have to be not
genÒme]non and koi]nÒn but genÒme]<n>on and koi]<n>Òn). He points out that katå tÚ prÒte]ron cÆfisma ˘ Kl°arxow e‰pen
would be a form of words identical to katå tÚ prÒteron cÆfisma ˘ LÊandrow e‰pen in Lyandros’ rider to his own decree
for Phaidros (IG II2 682, quoted above); and he is accordingly inclined to conclude from this that § 10 of the Standards
Decree is likewise a rider added by Klearchos in the assembly to his own decree (a1, in my terms).

